Press Release
New Product Information
Yetter Maverick™ HR Plus Now Available
With Rock Trip Auto Reset Option
Growers using the 2984 Maverick™ HR Plus from Yetter Farm Equipment know it allows maximum clearance around the residue manager
and the knife, making strip-tilling and fertilizing in even the toughest
residue possible—without plugging.
Growers who deal with rocky soil have another issue to contend with:
obstructions. The new 2984-123-N-RT and 2984-123-S-RT Rock Trip
Auto Reset from Yetter are needed solutions for rocky terrain.

View the new Rock
Trip Auto Reset on
the Yetter Web site.

“Typically, a manufacturer’s answer to protect the fertilizer knife in
rocky soil was to attach the knife with a lesser-grade bolt. If a rock was
encountered, the bolt sheared off, but the knife was protected. Growers
would have to leave the tractor cab, line up the knife, and re-insert the
bolt before they could continue operation,” said Lonnie Lucas, of the
Yetter Product Development Department.
Yetter has a better solution. “Our new 2984 Rock Trip Auto Reset for
our Maverick HR Plus is designed to trip the knife when an obstacle is
encountered. The knife will trip back, preventing any damage.

“Producers will not have to leave the tractor cab to reset knives or replace bolts, preventing profit-robbing downtime,” said Lucas.
“Extensive research ensures that the pounds-of-pressure range it takes to trip the reset mechanism is the
optimal range to prevent knife damage when an obstacle is encountered and still allow operation at higher
speeds,” added Lucas.
The 2984 Maverick is ideal for managing high residue in changing ground conditions. It features heavily
built parallel arms. Precision parallel linkage on the Maverick lowers horsepower requirements and operating
costs by reducing draft and allowing maximum speed and consistent fertilizer placement. The bushings in
the parallel linkage and in the pivots for the closing disc arms are greaseless and built of Teflon-lined steel.
In addition to the Rock Trip, options available for the Maverick include a vertical-tillage attachment. This
add-on features two 18-inch, wavy-blade coulters spaced 6 inches apart. Adding this attachment to the
Maverick in the spring makes it capable of tilling a 5- to 8-inch strip and helps warm the planting zone—
just the type of seedbed preparation many producers are looking for when soil conditions are wet and cool.
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